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THE JOY QUEST 



ALNOBA is an event center

dedicated to developing courageous

leadership and sustainability

models to help change people’s

lives, create stronger communities,

and save the earth we share. 

Learn more at www.Alnoba.org

FARM-TO-TABLE LUNCH 

AFTERNOON SNACK, COFFEE 

AND TEA!

We believe that it is through deep

personal reflection and connection to our

humanity and the natural world that we

access passion and purpose—

transforming how we lead, live, love, build

communities, and honor our planet.

 

The menu will feature seasonal produce,

humanely raised meats and cage-free

dairy. Alnoba emphasizes fresh, local, and

healthy foods that are nourishing to the

body and the soul



“EMPOWERING  WOMEN TO LOOK WITHIN THEMSELVES, TO FIND WHAT’S ALWAYS

BEEN THERE, WAITING TO FLOURISH AND CONQUER THE WORLD!”

The not to be missed closing

fire pit ceremony! You won't be

sitting in there, ha! That's

where the fire will be. At the

end of the day, we will take a

10 minute walk up to the top

of the property where this

huge fire pit is located. The

rest is a surprise! 

The Fire Pit! 

Joy + Wellness

A place where art awakens the

spirit and refreshes the soul.

Throughout her land, sculptures,

stones, and words are placed to

inspire and provoke. One of the

many daily activities will include

searching out these beauties.

Throughout the day you will learn

simple ways to bring  joy, passion

and wellness into your life. We will

laugh, dance, meditate, learn

about toxic chemicals, explore

self-love and have the privilege to

meet other soul sisters! The goal

is to leave you feeling refreshed,

excited and ready to go out and

conquer the world! 

Art + Nature



Your 
Inspiring

Presenters

GUEST SPEAKER: 

Meet Amy Tee! Identified as a rising star by the Boston Globe, Amy is one

of the busiest comedians on the New England comedy circuit today! Her

winning combination of charm and playfulness provides a twisted dance

between stereotypes and reality.

GUEST SPEAKER:

Hi!   I’m Stephanie, and I am currently living a life that I never could have

imagined. I started down a path of non-toxic living, and my mind was blown at

all the things I DIDN’T KNOW about everyday household products, and the

importance of our skin. For the past 3.5 years I have spent countless hours

learning about toxic chemicals in our everyday life. I'm looking forward to

sharing my learnings with each one of you. 

Hi! I'm Erica the owner of The Joy Quest Company. I’m a

certified health and wellness coach who graduated from

the Institute of Integrative Nutrition. I received my 200

hour yoga instructor certification in Rishikesh, India. I’m

also a certified Reiki II healer. 

 

I've been on the other side. I know what it's like to feel

crappy and not know how to get out. After working with

multiple healers and finding my way out of the darkness, I

now dedicate my new life to helping beautiful women find

their way to greatness! 

HERE TO SERVE 

GUEST SPEAKER TO BE ANNOUNCED 

Organize your, maybe crazy, life! 

GUEST SPEAKER TO BE ANNOUNCED 

Get your sexy on! 


